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CLINIC PASSES
THE 3000 MARK

TECHNIQUE, SUBJECT
AT FACULTY MEET

Record Established
During November

Departmental Reports
Made to Teaching Body

WORK AND EQUIPMENT EXPANDED
TO MEET INCREASED DEMANDS

DR. LONG ANNOUNCES NEW
STUDENT SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA

A new recordfOf the Osteopathic
College Clinic was established, according to Dr. Foster Cogswell True,
Clinical Director, when the 3000 mark
was crossed on Friday afternoon,
November 20, with the completion of
a record number of treatments.
With the removal and transfer of
the children's clinic to the annex at
19th and Spring Garden Streets under
Dr. Ira Drew, more room and a
larger nuinber of patients have been
treated.
The fifty treating rooms ·with the
large number of physicians in attendance has made it necessary to increase the number of rooms to meet
this situation.
The clinic on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday afternoons is becoming
more valuable to the community.
With the increase in facilities and
A View of a Portion of the College Clinic, Showing a Group Engaged
attendants, Dr. True is now able to
take care of the hundreds needing
treatment.
Every department is fully equipped
ATTEND THE ALUMNI
to take care of a large number of
CLINIC
patients and under more comfortable
Visit
your
college on January 9,
conditions. Modern facilities, and
1932. Learn and>re-learn concernmodern equipment with trained and Temple Prof. Analyzes
ing the things tha~ will benefit you.
experienced physicians in charge who
Successful Physicians
The program follo}vs.
have already helped thousands of
'GO TO BODY" WORKING SLOGAN 9- 10:30 A. M .. Differential Diagnosis
clinical patients prepares the clinic to
Ralph':Fischer
OF DR. THADDEUS L. BOLTON 10:30-12 MDr.
.... Osteopathic Research
handle more c~ses than the previous
Dr. C. Haddon Soden
"Disarming the patient, added to a
record-breaking month.
The clinic is opened every Monday, thoroughness of diagnosis are essen- 1:30-2:30 P.M .... Practical Urology
Dr. H. Willard Sterrett
Wednesday and Friday afternoons tial requisites of any successful phy2 :30-4:00 P. M ...... •· .... Pediatrics
sician,"
Dr.
Thaddeus
L.
Bolton,
from 2 to 5 o'clock.
Dr. Ira Drew
professor of psychology at Temple
University, told the students of P. C.
0. assembled in the college auditorCENTRAL NEW YORK
ium on Tuesday, December 15. The
DOCTORS ORGANIZE address
dealt with "Psychological
1\

NOTED PSYCHOLOGIST
LECTURES AT P. C. 0.

ANNUAL ALUMNI DAY

in
a demonstration of a case.
Officers elected for the ensuing
year are: President, A. Z. Prescott;
vice-president, J, H. Finley; secretary, A. S. Prescott; treasurer, P. H.
O'Hara; all of Syracuse.
"With the formal opening of the
Brooklawn
Osteopathic
Sanatorium
on December 15 at Syracuse, the
osteopathic profession will have a
thoroughly equipped institution for
its use. Staff courtesy is extended to
all osteopathic physicians.
The buildings, offering twenty beds
at present, are located one and onequarter miles north of James Street,
on Thompson Road, on a tract of L!2
acres. A riding academy and a ninehole golf course on this property will
be continued in operation.

DR. D'ELISCU TALKS
ON "ATHLETIC INJURIES"

course or
ing some strenuous exercises.
A study of why one doctor's outer
office is crowded while another's is
empty usually shows that the first
doctor gives the patient something in
the line of personality and something
which the second doctor lacks.
A patient must be made to have a
constant desire to "come back for
more," even though little may be
given when he does come back.
Launching into his theme of thoroughness of examination and diagnosis, Dr. Bolton forcibly impressed
the students with his working slogan
"Go to the Body." "Don't rely on
textbooks nor suggestions and hints
given by the patient but always go to
the body. That will reach the cause
you are searching for," stated the
psychologist.

State :Sectional Associatior
Hears Local Man

COMMITTEE ON MOTION
PICTURES APPOINTED

Dr. Francois D'Eliscu visited the
Northeastern Pennsylvania Osteopathic Association on Saturday, December 5, and gave a practical lecture
on "Athletic Injuries."
The meeting was held in the office
of Drs. Margaret and Myfanny Evans
in the Select Building at Scranton,
Pa., with a number of physicians
present. Drs. Evans acted as official
hosts, entertaining Dr. D'Eliscu at
the Hotel Casey for dinner.
Many interesting problems were
discussed for serious thought for the
national association and definite reaction is expected at the next convention in Detroit.

Production to he Regulated hy
Group Interested in Photography
Dr. H. \i'/illard Sterrett, as head of
the newly created Bureau of Visual
Education of the American Osteopathic Association, also heads the
local committee on the production
and censoring of films made at the
Philadelphia College of Osteopathy.
The other members of the Philadelphia Committee includes Dr. H. V.
Durkee and Prof. Russell C. Erb.
Motion pictures produced at the
Philadelphia College must be passed
upotLby the committee before a general f<elease is possible.
f:

op
est-graduate
alumni are en
their own special
terial at this time.
Four doctors on
ic staff will
this year's
be the lecturers
alumni clinic. Fr
10:30 A. M.,
speak on DifDr. Ralph Fischer
Diagnosi
From
10:30
ferential
A. M. until noon,
. C. Haddon
Soden will lecture
and demonstrate Osteopathic
ue. During the afternoon,
1:30 to 2:30,
Practical Urology w
the subject,
discussed by Dr, H.
Sterrett.
Pediatrics will be th
pic treated by
Dr. Ira Drew at 2
P. M.
Those doctors ar
· on Friday
will be able to see
under-grad''u"''""tball touru a.11 allcJJl ty basketball
tournament will be held in the West
Philadelphia "52nd St. Y" on Friday,
January 8. The "Its" and the "Logs"
will be seen in a contest as vvell as
the "Phi Segs" and Atlas men.
Present indications point to a large
attendance of alumni members.

COMING EVENTS
January 7:
Inter-Class Swim.
January 8:
Inter-Fraternity Championship.
January 9:
Annual Alumni Day Clinic.
January 9:
Drexel Institute, Away.
January 11:
8 P. lVI.-Monthly Meeting of the
Fuculty.
January 15:
Juniata College, A,Yay-Varsity.
January 15:
Baown Prep., Hom~-Frosh,
January 15:
11 A. M.-Stuclent;-4\.ssembly,

in Ear, Eye and Throat Work

P. CHEM. SOCIETY
HEARS DR. TRUMPER
85 Student Members
Attend Evening Lecture
"TOXICOLOGICAL HAZARDS"
AROUSES GROUP'S INTEREST
Dr. Max Trumper, noted toxicologist and author of several textbooks,
was the speaker at the monthly meeti!fg of the Physiological Chemistry
Society held December 15, 1931.
About 85 students and friends attended the meeting. President John
Eimerbrink was in the chair.

FORMAL RUSHING
COMPLETED BY FRATS
Organizations Enjoy
Exceptional Season
MANY NEW MEN PLED·GED

meaning to the
Russell C. Erb, the Will Rogers of
Osteopathy, infected the audience
with the mode of humor.
A most clever sketch was presented
by members of the Junior class. This
was a "take-off" on "The Faculty in
Conference as We See Them." The
impersonations in this sketch were
but short of perfect and the lines and
acting were thoroughly enjoyable.
The cast of character was as follows
Dean Holden, by Henry George;
Dr. Balbirnie, by William Young;
Dr. Champion, by Paul Miller; Dr.
D'Eliscu, by Ellis Rosenthal; Dr.
Evans, by Arthur Flack, Jr.; Dr.
Green, by H. Willoughby; Dr. Jacobson, by Solomon Gerber; Dr. Soden,
by Wm. Grimes; Dr. Street, by Geo.
O'Sullivan; Porter, by Lincoln Ladd,
and the Patient, by 'f. Cohen.
Miss Elizabeth Keitsh favored the
audience with a piano number. A
monologue was the offering from the
pre-osteopathic group of students.
The students sang the usual Christmas carols.

Fraternity rushing came to a close
for the present season on December
21 when all the organizations pledged
new members. Prior to this date, a
week of formal rushing held sway,
with one day assigned to each frater nity.
At the time of going to press we
have the pledges obtained by the Phi
Sigma Gamma. Eighteen new men
turned in acceptances as follows:
F r e s h m en-Harold Chadderton,
John Gay ley, Arnold Hovey, Clement
Eddy, Lewis Yuninger, Julian Mines,
Reuben Troxell, Harry Binder, Robert Bachman, Robert Powell, John
Lalli,
Arthur
Newman,
Edmund(
Maag.
Sophomores-Theodore
Newman, EASTERN CONVENTION
Roderich Urquhart, J. Allen Sweet,
PLANS -lBEJNG MADE
William Pohlig, Thomas Canfield.
Freshmen whose names appear on COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN NAMED
the Dean's deficiency list will be
Arrangements for the Twelfth
barred from membership in fraterni- Annual Convention of the Eastern
ties.
Osteopathic Association are now being made. The Convention is schedAUXILIARY HOLDS CARD PARTY uled for March 25 and 26 at the Hotel
The vVomen's Auxiliary of the Pennsylvania, New York City. A
Osteopathic
Hospital,
48th
and number of men from the Philadelphia
Spruce Streets, Philadelphia, held a College will speak.
special card party on Wednesday
The Convention arrangements are
afternoon, December 30, at 2 o'clock, being handled by a group cf chairmen rein the college auditorium.
cently appointed by the president.

ANNlJAL ALUMNI DAY CLINIC, JANUARY 9,
~;
"r

The regular monthly meeting of the
faculty of the Philadelphia of Osteopathy was held on Tuesday, December 8, in the college auditorium.
Dean Holden after calling the meeting to order presented Dr. George
Rothmeyer, vvho gave an instructive
demonstration on foot technique.
This was followed by a similar demonstration on the upper extremities,
by Dr. Frank Smith. Dr. C. Haddon
Soden demonstrated characteristically the technique he employs in making corrections of the various vertebral lesions.
At the conclusion of the several
demonstrations, administrative and
departmental reports were presented
for discussion. Prof. Russell C. Erb
reported on the Library situation at
the college, in which report he urged
a book fund and that faculty members make book gifts to the college
library.
Dr. Guy Merryman reported on the
clinical activities, reading statistics of
operation of the clinic during the previous months.
Dr. Frederick Long announced the
tentative formation of a forty-piece
symphonic orchestra which will be
under the direction and leadership of
Mr. Saul Caston, member of the conducting department at the Curtis
Institute of Music.
The policy of the department of
athletics and publicity was discussed
by Dr. Francois D'Eliscu.
A detailed report of the department
of student health was presented by
Dr. Wm. Champion.
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EDITORIALS

S

HALL an elective course in Spanish be given to
Senior students? That is the question raised by
a group of Senior students. These students see the
possibility of preaching the "gospel of Osteopathy
in the vast and virgin fields of South American
countries."
The idea advanced by these progressive students
is worthy of serious consideration. Osteopathy is
American in conception but world-wide in application.

T

HE College curriculum, while probably "saturated" with regard to the number of essential
subjects, might still be improved through wise
re-apportionment of the hours and the addition of
cultural subjects.
Students seem sadly deficient in the ability to
"sell" the osteopathic concept through the proper
presentation of themselves to the public. One of
the surest and most effective ways for the promotion
of the osteopathic principles is through the contact
with the public of its individual members. A course
in public speaking in our college might be of value
in this respect.
The Administration is at present seriously considering the introduction of such a course.

D

EVELOPMENT of personality appears to be
a step forward in the training of a professional
man. vVhether our colleges of osteopathy should or
should not maintain a personnel service for the
students is a question that has been raised through

OSTEOPATHIC DIGEST
DIGESTING THE NEWS
HISTORY OF OSTEOPATHY
THE.RAPEUTIC NIHILISTS
Logan Clendening, M. D., Profe~"
sor of Clinical Medicine, Lecturer dn
Therapeutics, Medical Department pf
the University of Kansas; Attending
Physician, Kansas City General Hospital; Physician to St. Luke's Hospital, Kansas City, Missouri, in his
book "Modern Methods of Treatment" says, "Dr. Harlow Brooks in
a recent article on the managemellt
of the heart in pneumonia, laments
that so many young clinicians ha11e
become therapeutic nihilists about
the treatment of cardiac failure in
pneumonia. But if their observations
are sound, they may well be so, behas
gone
cause everyone who
through a considerable experience
with these cases knows perfectly well
that the drug treatment is simply
worthless, and the matter cannot be
remedied by calling people harsh
names who give voice to the truthful
record of what they have seen and
observed.
"In the use of water I believe there
is more hopefulness. In typhoid
fever certainly the bath has proved
its value. The wet pack or the bath
in pneumonia, scarlet fever and other
infections, is often distinctly beneficial, and it exerts its benefits entirely through action on the vasameter system. If there is any thei"Upeutic measure which deserves trial
in these conditions, it certainly is
hydrotherapy
rather
than
drug
therapy."

BONESETTER REESE
The Tiines and other papers for
Tuesday, December 1, gave considerable space to recording the work of
Bone.setter Reese, who had just di~d
in Youngstown, Ohio, at the age of
7G. Bonesetter Reese never attended
an Osteopathic College but from
what people say he practiced Simqn
Pure A. T. Still Osteopathy and
when the medical men as usual tried
to run him out of Ohio in 1900, the
Legislature of that State gave him a
license by special enactment. The
Times went on to say that he was
treating about eighty people a day
and that his appointment book was
filled for a month in advance. Among
some of Reese's most famous patients
were David Lloyd George, Will
Rogers, Fred Stone, Ty Cobb, ~ans

By Dr.

Frederick Long
(Installment No.3)

In the primitive savage state disease was regarded in one of three
lights:
1. As an evil spirit or the work
of an evil spirit, to be cajoled
with burnt offerings and sacrifice.
2. As something produced by a
human
enemy
possessing
supernatural powers which
was to be warded off with
spells.
3. As the work of offended spirits of the dead who made up
a spirit world suggested to
him by his shadow in water
or sunlight or what he saw
in his dreams. These were
not confined to human spirits,
but as well included dead animals and plants.
These views have always been a
trait of the peasant mind of the past
and its descendant in "civilized" communities.
Among savages such beliefs usually
go with "shamanism." (Northern
Asia.) This seems to be the belief
in a "Great Spirit" with lesser divinities and demons, and in this respect
stands between monotheism and pantheisth. With the beginning of shamanism we have the advent of the
"medicine man" or "witch doctor."
The shaman handles disease by psychotherapeutic
m an e u v e, r s.
He
frightens away the disease by assuming terrifying aspects, masking himself to resemble an enormous beast
on hind legs, shouting, raving, clapping hands, or shaking a rattle. Once
scared away the demon of disease is
kept at a safe distance by wearing a
fetish or amulet. It may be interesting to note in passing that we still
give baby a rattle. This practice no
doubt had its origin in the desire to
keep the demons away from the little
one, although now we believe we give
it to promote peace.
The art of medicine never progressed very far as long as it was
under the sway of the belief in the
supernatural. As the primitive of the
past advanced a little in the knowledge gained from experience, however, certain individuals developed a
talent for herb-doctoring, bone-setttng, ana ruue su1·gery.

personalities is the
purpose of a personnel SERUM
service. It is difficult for the student to see himself
The New York Times for Wednesas others see him. He does not often know what day, November 18, 1931, carried the
others find objectionable about him, and yet with- following headings to an article that
has to do with the serum that was
out a knowledge of his personal characteristics he used in the late infantile paralysis
may be greatly handicapped. A student may have epidemic: "Accuse Academy of Faexcellent aptitudes, but if he does not know how to ralysis Deal." "Dr. Josephson Says
Serum Used Needlessly Were Sold at
make the best use of them he will not accomplish Exorbitant Prices." "Wants Governhis utmost. The personnel service will endeavor to ment to Act." "Would-be Malpracgive the student a true picture of himself.
tice Alleged in Treatment of ViCYour reaction to this proposed service is solicited. tims." "Charges Disputed by Physicians." It is so rarely that a new,spaper of the character of the Times
comes out with such a heading and
without blaming it on some of the
so-called cult practitioners that there
must be powerful influences at work.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE PLAN
OF OSTEOPATHIC EDUCATION
Progress as Embodied in Philadelphia College and
Hospital Amazes Graduates of Thirty Years Ago
T THE beginning of a new year we are privileged to
extend "Cordial Greetings from the College" to hundreds
,
of graduates and friends of P. C. 0. The year that has
just closed is an important one in the history of this School of
Osteopathy and prevision of the next year rewards us with high
hopes for the possibilities it holds.
Those who first received instruction from the Philadelphia
College of Osteopathy thirty years ago visit its $1,000,000 plant
today marvelling at the innumerable facilities for diagnosis and
treatment whose possibility was undreamed of in their day.
This is ·particularly true in the laboratories and the college
clinics devoted to a wide variety of sciences and specialties in
contrast with what used to be just "class-rooms" in a vanished
age. One of the greatest surprises the old-timer may receive is
in talking with workers in laboratory and clinic to hear how
new knowledge is being sought and achieved by continual efforts
into uncharted scientific realms.
Through a number of recent years the college strove to make
its science laboratories the counterpart of those encountered in
academic and medical schools of the country. Small and illequipped composite laboratories slowly gave way to complete
individual units covering all fundamental sciences. Full realization of this program was made possible in the erection of the
magnificent new building at 48th and Spruce Streets. vVe can
write with impunity at this date that every requisite has been
met in appointment, facilities and equipment in the laboratories
and clinics of P. C. 0.
Apart from the tremendous advancement of osteopathic
science the pilgrim from long ago is amazed at many other
aspects of this strikingly modern center. Improvements in
administration, enlargement of the hospital's teaching scope
and the careful attention which has been given to clinical layout and appointments does not fail to be impressive.
During the past two years we have been privileged to escort
many distinguished groups and individuals through this new
building-educators, legislators, jurists, industrialists, financiers, physicians, both medical and osteopathic. Suffice it to
say that this edifice has served to enhance in great measure
Osteopathy's standing as a school of the healing art.

A

(To be Continued)

(EDITOR's NoTE-This is the first of a series of articles
written by the Dean and to be published in the DIGEST.)

NIGHT FLOWERS
As Dr. Max Trumper, the toxicologist, was conducted through our hospital the other night, nurses ·were
removing flowers from the sick
rooms. This led to the question "Is
it worth while and necessary to do
this?"
According to a popular belief, dating back many centuries, plants and
flowers give off a mysterious nigl~t
time emanation that is injurious to the
human body and accordingly they
should never be left in sleeping
·rooms over night. The U. S. Public
Health Service says there is no scientific basis for this belief. Nonpoisonous plants are beneficial rather
than harmful in sleeping rooms, according to the director of scientific
work in the U. S. Department of
Agriculture. While plants give off more
oxygen than carbon dioxide during the
day, at night they give off more carbon
dioxide, but a whole greenhouse of
plants would hardly give off enough of
this gas to affect unfavorably the healthfulness of the air in a ventilated
room. However, there may be practical reasons for removing plants at
night. When the windows are opened
during certain seasons the atmosphere in the room is likely to get too
cold for growing plants. Then, too,
from the psychological point of view,
it may be good nursing practice to
remove plants and flowers from sick
rooms at night and return them in
the morning. It relieves the monotony of the environment and gives the
patient a fresh interest in the flowers.

i(

was IuuHu

that certain foods were good, others
harmful, and that some poisons, under certain circumstances, seemed to
have a remedial action. Primitive
man's knowledge of these medicinal
simples came to be "extensive, if not
intensive." The Egyptian papyri reveal an extensive materia medica. It
has been found that the savages in
widely separated sections got to
know the most deadly arrow poisons,
curare and veratrin, as well as the
virtues of a drug like opium.
Natural or physical methods also
had a part in primitive medicine. The
Indian sensed the value of elimination, and the warm spring and geyser
were his Turkish bath. He treated
fever by hot baths, emesis, and catharsis. His groen corn feasts were a
form of ritual catharsis so that the
religious element was still closely
associated with his medicine. Massage was long known and practiced
by the Indians, Japanese, Malays, and
East Indians. In some instances it
was a true rational therapy applied
for its own direct value, but in others
it was associated with other forms of
supernatural magic.
Hypnotism originated among the
Hindus. Inoculation against smallpox among the Hindus, Persians, and
Chinese.
Surgery became scientific recently
not through individual skill or speinstruments,
but
cialization
of
through the development of anesthesia, antiseptics·, x-ray, and measures to combat surgical shock. Primitive surgery included all the rudiments of the art, and instruments
developed quickly. At first these
were merely sharpened flints or fishes'
teeth and were used for blood-letting,
emptying abscesses, scarifying tissues, and trephining skulls. Later
such ritual operations as circumcision
were
performed.
Decompression
trephining (producing small openings
in the skull) for epilepsy goes back
to prehistoric times. The rondelles
or pieces of bone removed were worn
as amulets. The idea in the procedure was probably to let out the dem-

THE SPINAL
COLUMN
By RUSSELL C. ERB

PREDICTING
'Twas the day after Christmas,
And all through the house,
There was nothing to eat,
Not even a mouse!

T

HAT little parody expresses our gastro-intestinal feelings today as we write this monthly
column---,-the day after Christmas.
With nothing to think about in the way of food let
us turn (a left-hand turn if you please) to the thought
ofthe New Year of 1932. This is the season of the year
when so-called ''big-shots" who know nothing about
the future, give out predictions concerning the days
ahead of us. We will do likewise.
By all the signs of astrology and also those on the
billboards, the year of 1932 should be a good one.
Just who it will be good for is still a question. The
new year enters as a babe in "bare-skin" attire and
we predict he will make his exit with a full suit and
an extra pair of pants. Time will take the pants
away from anybody.
Business in 1932 will show fluctuations. Deep sea
divers will find things quite low, mining will be an up
and down proposition but sheiks with sports roadsters
will find things picking up nicely.
Ice dealers will have their assets frozen until spring
when they will be turned into cold cash. Modern
plumbing will cause further hardships in the chamber
maid profession.
The backbone of the depression has been felt by
osteopaths. Situations in the future should be more
plentiful even though most of these will be unemployment.
The problems of 1923 will be many and difficult.
Many things will not b~\ understood, including
---

r

t

-
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rest rooms will not be used by women
purposes. Childs' restaurants will continue to
small biscuits, in fact so small in 1932 that they
be used for butter plates. Restaurant butter will
be reduced correspondingly to 4 square centimeter
blocks.
Maxine Holmes, 17 and very pretty, sat on a flag
pole for 30 days. vVhat she showed the world is not
what we wish to write about. However, upon coming
down from her high perch Miss Holmes predicts that
this year will see upholstered flagpoles with Church
seats.
No predictions are actually complete unless some
mention is made of the weather. \1\Te predict that the
winter and summer will be severe and mild respectively or vice versa. The day~ will be propitious for
the growth of wheat and if wheat gets cheaper, bread
in 1932 will be more expensive.
\1\Triting spring poetry should yield good returns
In fact all should be returned.
Medical men in 1932 will continue to make grave
mistakes, beneficial of course to the undertakers.
There will be fewer tonsils and appendices buried
along with men this year.
Politics, like 1920 apples, will be rotten butthe
so-called peanut politicians will improve when given
roasting. The gas tax should be carried straight to
Congress where most of the gas accumulates. That's
why they build dirigibles.
Stocking manufacturers will succeed in having
women's dresses shorter by spring. This will again
make women good investments for they will then
command 100 per cent interest.
Train accidents are decreasing each year while
automobile accidents are increasing. This we predict will be the order of things in 1932. And the
reason is this-the engineer is not always hugging the
fireman.

Public hospitals will continue to be operated for the
benefit of politicians and the glorification of the
( Continued on. Page 3, Col. 3)
A. M.A. with patients as mere subjects. The things
that are missed the least are the first to arrive and the
Probably a good idea would be to last to leave.
have beautiful pictures hanging in
our hospital rooms. This also might
A happy new year to all, married or single.
relieve the 'monotony and center the
-COCCYX.
patients' interest in something else.
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LIBRARY REPORT
MADE TO FACULTY

THE CASE OF THE MONTH

Committee to .;-Appointed by the Dean

OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL CASES OF INTEREST
THIS IS THE FOURTH OF A SERIES OF CASES THE DIGEST WILL PUBLISH.
CASE IV.

Series I.

A young. lady, bearing the posterior vertebral arches

20 years of age, had been experi~nc- and spinous processes bear the brunt

ing pain in the lower lumbar regwn, of body weight, resulting in changes
varying more or less in intensity for in shape of the first. ~t>C'011d, third and
ten years. Finally, however, added to fourth lumbar spines and in the !atthis low-back pain, she began to feel era! Roentgenogram contacting of the
a numbness of the left leg, with ac- second, third, and· fourth spines is
centuation of the lumbar discomfort seen. Diagnosis: Dislocation of the
upon stooping or engaging in any lumbo-sacral articulation undoubtedly
form of unusual activity.
congenital as to type."
This woman sought osteopathic
In the accompanying studies the
care and was received into the clinic. abnormality is marked with a dotted
Thorough exatnination revealed no line, outlining the contour of the
findings indicative of pathology other wedge-shaped fifth lumbar vertebra
than an apparent deformity in the and demonstrating its relative posilumbo-sacral spine.
She presented J tion in the pelvis. Such a condition Lumbo-Sacral
no history of trauma and before rna- falls under the general class of spon-

Re~ion

in Lateral Pro.iection Showin~ Wed~e-shaped Fifth
Lumbar Se~ment Lyin~ Deep in the Pelvis,*

manipulative therapy was contraindicated in this case, and the patient
was advised to have an Albie bone
graft performed in order to insure
immobilization of .the lower lumbar
spine. In the event that severe
trauma should occur as in automobile
accident) involving the lumbo-sacral
structures, little hope of reconstruction could be offered. She was further strongly advised against pregnancy, as such a state might not only
affect the development of the embryo,
but might cause marked nerve reaction in the maternal organism.

which is forward disthe last lumbar vertebra
Etiological factors of
may be:

"The fifth lumbar occupies a position
in front of the sacrun\ at a level with
the second sacral segment and as
seen at this time appears to be only
partially developed and wedged posteriorly. The fourth lumbar shadow
is at a level with and anterior to the
crest of the sacrum and the entire
lumbar spine assumes an exaggerated
anterior position. The lumbar spine
as seen in anteroposterior position
shows no lateral deformity. 'rhe
transverse processes of the fourth
lumbar are at a level with the superior sacral margin, whil.e those of the
fifth lumbar are below the sacral
crest. Due to the alteration in weight

development of the
arch.
3, ~rauma,
such as forcible
hyperflexion of the spine, a
blow on the back, or great
force exerted upon the shoulders.
General symptoms as presented by
Babcock consist of severe pain in the
lumbo-sacral region, with sciatica
weakness or paralysis of the legs
possibly present. There is deformity
with shortening and anterior and caudal displacement of the lumbar spine.
In the patient observed it will be
noted. that the fifth lumbar shows incomplete development and occupies a
position in the pelvis in front of the
second sacral segment. Osteopathic

NEW JERSEY SOCIETY
HOLDS DECEMBER MEET
Dr. Hitner Speaks on
"Bedside Technique"

The N cw Jersey Osteopathic Society
held its monthly meeting on December
12 at the Hotei·Douglas, Newark, N. J,
Dr. Mary Patton Hitner, of Philadelphia, lectured on and demonstrated
"Bedside Technique for Acute Respiratory Infections."
Other speakers on the December program included Dr. E. C. Link, of Stam*Roentgenograms furnished through the ford, Connecticut, who spoke on
courtesy of Dr. P. T. Lloyd, Radiologist.
"Experiences in Osteopathic Treatment
JOURNAL OF A. 0~ A. NOW LISTED of Diseases" and Dr. Victor H. Lindlahr, who lectured on "The Nature
The J Mtrnal of tfJe American OsteoCure Treatment of Winter Diseases."
pathic Association has now been listed
with the J ournalsi of the American
Chemical Society through the efforts SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
and work of the head of the chemistry
COUNTY CHAIRMEN
department of the ['hiladelphia College
of Osteopathy.
Dr. J olm A. Atkinson, President of
All abstracts of •· all articles in this the New Jersey Osteopathic Society,
journal pertaining to chemistry will be has appointed the following doctors as
published in Chemical Abstracts, a na- Chairmen for the Southern New Jersey
tionally known publication. Prof. Erb Counties:
Burlington County-Dr. Howard W.
will be in charge of these abstracts.
HISTORY OF OSTEOPATHY Lippincott.
Atlantic County-Dr. Lewis Walter.
(Continued front Page 2, Col. 3)
Cape May County-Dr. John Devine.
("
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___
C:umuerianci. County-:Ur. ti.
uurand then to keep them warded off by kee.
wearing the charm. This skull treSalem
phining is the oldest surgical procedGloucester ~uocw.cv--LJ'
ure known. Preh)storic bones show
Camden
evidence of ampt\tations done with
Ocean ~~'""'"'~L-''·
neolithic saws. (c 10,000 B. C.).
During the bro!]'ze (Europe 3000
B. C., Mesopotamja 6000 B. C.) and
iron (1000 B. C.) ages instruments
increased rapidly.
In obstetrics we find the n1.id-wife
one of the most !ancient of profesc
sional figures. Th§ •obstetric chair is
1623 Spruce Street
of great antiquity ~nd is still used by
Philadelphia
some primitive p~pples of the Far
East.
(To be co~.tinued)
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P. C. 0. BOOKSTORE

JOSEPH GEFFEN
Catering to Osteopathic Physicians
In All Branches
NATIONAL HOSPITAL SUPPLY Co.
1502-04 SPRUCE STREET, PHILADELPHIA
Physicians' and Hospital Supplies

FOR SALE: Osteopathic Tables direct
from manufacturer.
Very reasonably
priced. Catalog and Samples on request.

Profit from Books Helps to Build Our Library
Patronize Your College Boolcstore

Phila.

Colle~e

of Osteopathy

48TH AND SPRUCE STREETS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DR. GEORGE T. HAYMAN
Manufacturer for 30 Years

JONES

Holsum & Kleen-Maid

FOR EVERY HEATING
PURPOSE

BREAD
Philadelphia Home-1\Iade Bread Co.
Ste. 2525-26
12TH STREET BELOW JEFFERSON

Most of the

School Papers in Philadelphia
and Vicinity are printed by
WESTBROOK PUBLISHING CO.
5800 N. Mervine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

James

H~

Connor

MASON . . HEFLIN
COAL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA AND SUBURBS
Main Office:
Fourth and Allegheny Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa.
Order from Our Yard Ne.arest to You

"THE HOUSE WITH A MILLION FRIENDS"

Passon Sporting Goods
507 AAJ\RKET STREET

PHILJ\DELPHIJ\

Discount to All P. C. 0. A. A. Members

CORPORATION
College Jewelry

Favors and Programs
PHILADELPHIA

Proctolo~y

2250 N. PARK AVENUE
Columbia 6281

0. J. SNYDER, D.Sc., D.O.

NEUROLOGIST
Consultation and Diagnosis
3414 BARING STREET
Philadelphia

611 Witherspoon Buildin~
Philadelphia, Pa.
PENnypacker 1385

Diamonds' Watches
Jew~lry

DR. SARA G. CRESSWELL

COLLEGE/JEWELER
54 NORTH 11TH STREET

DOYLESTOWN, PA.

SKILLKRAFTERS

EVEgreen 4159

Prize Trophies and
Medals
We Recommend and Sell

THE

v.

Arthur M. Flack, D.O.
Pennypacker 3067-3068

Publication underlies scientific progress. The first step after a clear definition of a problem, such as osteopathy,
is to make a thorough search of the
literature, and it is recognized that a
well-equipped library is more essential
than a wide assortment of laboratory
apparatus.
The need for a library at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy was
recognized several years ago. Since
that time much progress has been made
until today we have 1017 volumes in a
well-appointed library room in charge
of competent and trained librarian.
The progress made, however, is not
sufficient to meet the present needs of
our students, teachers and physicians.
The total number of visits to the library
by students requiring books amount to
5809 during the college year between
December 1, 1930, to December 1, 1931.
During this period 256 books were added tci the library, 132 of this number
were old and several rare books were
donated by Dr. Ruth Deeter, of Harrisburg. This actually leaves 124 books
acquired by the library management.
Since October 1, 1931, only 13 books
were purchased. The library subscribes
to 18 periodicals and receives 12 periodicals free of charge.
The immediate need of the library
includes a library book fund, to be
used to purchase books as recommended
by the various faculty members.
Students should be given collateral
reading assignments, with the reference
lists given to both the class and to the
librarian.
Many of the members of the faculty
receive complimentary copies of modern textbooks for review. It is suggested that some of these books might
be presented to the library.
Many of our doctors are subscribers
to periodicals. The problem with most
periodicals is what to do with them
after reading them. The answer to this
problem is file them in your college
library.-R. C. E.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
1330 Real Estate Trust Building
Philadelphia

DREW SANITARIUM

EARL H. GEDNEY, D.O.

5929 vVAYNE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA

(Psylliulu Seed)
A very e!Iieleut IJiant

PSY-LAX is the seed of a plant (Plantago
Psyllium) that grows wild in certain countries. It stimulates normal peristalic activity, giving one a natural evacuation of the
bowels without gripingor distress.
DOSE-For Adults, two to three tea[ spoonfuls 3 times a da)'; For Children, one
teaspoonful at each meal.
HOW TO USE--Place the seed in enough
hot water to cover and allow to form a gelatinous m'ass, then spread over cereal and eat
as usual.
PSY -LAX for use in colitis is excellentIt Is soothing, nourishing and cleansing
Liberal Discount to Physicians
DISTRIBUTED BY

&

GENERAL SURGERY
Granite 7539

Charles J. Muttart, D.O.
Ambulant Proctology

LAXATIVE

CO.

5th and nuttouwood Streets
Philadelphia, Pa., U, S. A.

BALTIMORE AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

GERmantown 0934

PS -LAX

GEO. D. FElDT

5311

Dr. Ira W. Drew
Dr. Mar~aret S. Drew

EF-AN-CO.

Dr. Frederick A. Long

Osteopathic Physician
1426 Integrity Trust Bldg.,, 1528 Walnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Specializing in the Hauser l\Iethod of
Harmonized Food Selection
Pennypacker 6956

Wm. Otis Galbreath, D.O.
414 LAND TITLE BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA, PA,

1813 PINE STREET

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
EXCLUSIVELY

FRANK L. GOEHRING, D. 0.

DR. H. WALTER EVANS

Graduate under the Founder
Downtown Office
525 Union Trust Building
PITTSBURGH, PA.

Rit. 0252

Hours: 9 A. M. to 5 P.

Obstetrics and

PHILADELPHIA
Phone: STEvenson 2200

M.

DR. C. HAI)DON SODEN
1018 Pennsylvania Buildin~
Philadelphia, Pa.

Gynecolo~y

1526 NORTH 16th STREET

DR. JOHN H. BAILEY
Special Attention Given to
Ear, Eye, Nose and Throat Cases
'1623 SPRUCE ST.
PHILA., PA.
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SACRO-ILIACS
by Dr. C. Haddon Soden
The method of depending on bony
landmarks, such as, relationship of posterior superior spine to 2nd spine of
sacrum, change at symphysis public articulation, variation in length of legs,
compensatory lumbo-sacral or lumbar
lesions and spinal curvatures, is reliable
where there is no developmental change
or pathology present.
Do not overlook the action of the
muscles attached to the pelvis, which
range from the 12th dorsal vertebra to
the tibia and the fibula.
Psoas magnus and Parvns-Flexors,
either unilateral or bilateral, if the
lumbar region is fixed.
Pyriformis-Extensor either bilateral or unilateral.
Coccygeus-Extensor of sacrum.
Gluteus maximus-Extensor either
unilateral or bilateral.
The perineal group must act together
and if contracted will extend sacrum.
If relaxed will cause extension of the
iliacs.
Muscles which are slow in responding
.should be normalized as follows:
(a) Manipulation at right angles
to contraction.
(b) A rotary manipulation where
there is a lack of tone.
If there are any changes due to a
sacrolized 5th lumbar vertebra, Lumbarized sacrum, Spina Bifida, Atypical
lumbo-sacral arthrodials, Malnutrition,
Fractures Osteo-arthritis, Osteomalacia, Osteitis, deformans, Tuberculosis,
malignancies, developmental changes,
flat foot, HAVE A THOROUGH XRAY STUDY MADE BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH TREATMENT.
CLASS OF ARTICULATION.
Diartho-amphiarthrosis
N annal motion:
The motion of this joint is a combination of gliding with rotation about
a moving axis. To describe the movements occurring in the sacro-iliac joint
we might compare it roughly to the
movements of a wheel on an axle. The
innominate bone being considered the
wheel, while the movable axis with the
joint may be compared to the axle.
Test for motion
Posterior Rotation (left sacro-iliac).
The patient lies on his right side. The
operator stands at the side of the table
facing the patient. With his right hand
the operator grasps the patient just be-

I

positions as given above. The operator,, level of the axle (sacro-iliac joint) and
by forcibly extending the patient's two below. The Posterior-superior
thigh with his right hand causes the spine is placed above and behind the
innominate bone (the wheel) to rotate axle, the anterior superior spine above
anteriorly and he will feel the posterior and in front of the axle, while the
superior spine of the ilium glide supe- tuberosity of the ischium is below and
riorly from beneath the middle phalanx behind the axle and the acetabulum is
of the palpating finger.
below and in front of the axle.
Diagnosis of Posterior Rotation Lesion
When the wheel (innominate bone)
If the posterior snperior spine of the rotates posteriorly, the posterior supeilium is not felt to move superiorly, rior spine of the ilium moves downthere is a posterior rotation lesion.
ward and backward, the anterior supeIn the determination of motion in the rior spine moves upward and backward,
sacro-iliac articulation as described the tuberosity of the ischium moved
above the innominate bone moves on downward and forward and the acetathe sacrum. Therefore that part of the bulum moves upward and forward,
palpating finger which has been placed carrying the leg with it, thus producing
in contact with the posterior superior what is apparently a short leg on that
spine of the innominate bone will deter- side. When the wheel (innominate
mine motion if it be present, whereas bone) rotates anteriorly, the posteriorthat part of the palpating finger which superior spine of the ilium moves upis in contact with the sacrum, will feel ward and forward, and the anterior
no motion, as the sacrum during this superior spine moves downward and
maneuver is relatively a fixed point.
forward, the tuberosity of the ischium
Corrective Technique
moves upward and backward and the
Left Posterior Rotation Lesion.
acetabulum moves downward and backThe patient lies on his right side with ward, carrying the leg with it, thus prohis right arm and forearm under and clueing what is apparently a long leg on
back so that the forearm drops over that side.
the side of table. This locks the spinal .•
column in side bending rotation. Both
thighs are fixed, flexed, the right thigh
remaining in that position. The opcrator stands back of the patient and
places his right hand posterior to the
A glee club has been organized at the
left posterior superior spine of the ili- Philadelphia College of Osteopathy conum. He grasps the patient's left leg sisting of the following men:
just below the patella with his left hand
Theodore Heinemyer, first tenor,
and corrects the lesion by three move- from Elizabeth, N. J., who spent three
ments, namely, flexion of the left thigh years at Lehigh University, is well
on the abdomen, abduction of the thigh known. He has been connected with
from that point and then extension of Trinity Episcopal Church choir of
the thigh.
Elizabeth, N. ]., for many years.
Left Anterior Rotation Lesion.
Frederick Lenz, second tenor, of
Procedure as above with one excep- East Greenwich, R. I., was a member
tion, and that is, the operator places of the East Greenwich Academy Glee
his right hand posterior to the sacrum. Club and of the men's quartette, East
Greenwich Baptist Church choir for
An esthesis
Correction of some chronic lesions, two years.
William Prescott, baritone, from
especially where there is a pseudoankylosis or where there is fibrous tis- Syracuse, N. Y., is a graduate of Syrasue, is best done under anesthesia, fol- cuse University, class of 1931, and was
lowed up by heat and treatments.
a member of the Syracuse University
Comments: In order to make clear Glee Club for three years. He too
the principles involved in the determin- sang baritone at church and in the
ing of motion in, and the corrective chapel choir.
Warren Tucker, bass, from Rome,
technique of lesions of the sacro-iliac
articulation, it will be well perhaps to N. Y., spent one year at Chesbrough
describe a little more fully the com- Seminary, previous to entering P. C. 0.
parison of the movements of the sacro- He was a member of the Rochester
iliac joint with that of the wheel and Men's Club for three and a half years.
axle. The innominate bone is consid- He also was a member of the Baptist
y orlc
ered as the wheel. and sacro-iliac

COLLEGE GLEE
CLUB FORMED

Sellli-Annual Sale 1

The essence ofcomfort and convenience, in both large and small
apartments. Transient and Permanent Accommodations at Moderate Rentals.
THE FAIRFAX,
Locust Street at 43rd
perfectly
Beautifully located;
appointed. An apartment hotel
of the highest type offering furnished and unfurnished suites of 1
to 4 rooms with bath. Excellent
Dining Room.
Telephone, Baring 6000
C. GEORGE CRONECKER
Resident Manager
THE CHATHAM
Walnut Street at 20th
in the fashionable Rittenhouse
Square Section; a strictly modern
dpartment hotel; 2 to 4 rooms with
bath, superior appointments and
service. Telephone Rit. 5751.
ELMER R. MITCHELL
Resident Manager
THE ROOSEVELT
Walnut Street at 23rd
Close to the retail and amusement
districts, newly furnished or unfurnished suites of 1 and 2 rooms
with bath. Tel., Spruce 1571.
JOHN J. O'CONNOR
Resident Manager
CHARLES C. KELLY
Managing Director
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In spite of the setbacks
administered our varsity
basketball team by Albright, Washington and
Swarthmore
Colleges,
Coach Alie McWilliams
who has undertaken a
very severe job in building up a new team with
a definite system, is
satisfied with the results.
McWilliams has been
most patient with the
turnouts. A man who
has been accustomed at
Penn to have three or four teams ready
for instruction and obliged to wait for six
men to appear on the floor, would be discouraged. On the contrary Alie knows our
problems, and difficulties, and is willing to
wait and work as long as those capable of
playing are earnest and willing to stick.
The New Year we hope will bring better
lucie The team will line up against Drexle
Institute on January 9 at Drexel.

f)

f)

January 8, 1932, is going to make athletic history! The Inter-Fraternity Basketball championship is to be held at the
\illest Branch "Y." No varsity or frosh
member of the regular squads is eligible to play. The ITS meet the Logs
and the Atlas meet the Psigs. Thet's
drew a bye and will play one of the winners. WHO will win the trophy and
the medals orered to the winning team.
The game will start on TIME with
TWO official referees. Some game!
f)

f')

f')

Bowling continues with much excitement and interest. The Juniors with 18
games to their credit lead the inter-class
league with ,897 points, having lost but
two games; the Seniors are second with
an average of ,8'75, having won 17 games
and lost three games; the Frosh with
but four games won and 17 lost average
.183 points, while the poor Sophs are trailing with two games won and 18 on the
f'J f'J f'J
The Frosh have been very slow in wrong side for a .163 percentage.
f')
f')
f')
starting. The first-year men with more
The
gold
and
silver
medals
to the winexperience should find their stride.
Coach Bill Leopold has been hoping and ners and runners up in the inter-class
working for a better showing. The wrestling tournament held in October in
other teams are just a bit too far ad- the college auditorium; and the three
vanced, but our Frosh must learn and place winners in the inter-class crossthey are getting the training, coaching country run were prpesented at the Christand playing. They have a big schedule mas assembly. The students were very
ahead of them with Drexel, Brown, pleased with the prizes awarded by the
Wilmington High, National Farm Athletic Association.
~
f')
~
School, Temple Frosh, etc.
P. C. 0. is going to enter a mile relay
~
f'J f)
Coach Willard's girl team of the col.. team in the Meadowbrook games, to be
lege have won one and lost one. They held in the Convention Hall on February
lead in game average. The sextette 20. There is a wealth of track material
play Moravian, Beaver and Juniata. in college and practice will start on MonThe activity is very popular with the day, January 4, and continue the entire
group and lots of good work is ex- indoor season.
Rumors of another big P. C. 0. Indoor
pected from them before the season is
Carnival are being heard !
over.
~

f'J

~

f'J

All those who missed the "grunting
and puffing" inter-class basketball game
played at the "Y" no doubt regret it,
after hearing of the details of each
"contest." The rough Sophs took the
Frosh for a ride and won their game
and what excitement in the SeniorJunior game! The score tied as the
whistle blew! An extra period was requi red to settle the dispute and the

f)

~

The N eo Society is to hold a dinner
meeting for all active members and graduates on Friday night, January 8, at 6
P. M. in the West Branch Y. M. C. A.
Grill. A number of very important prdblems wil! be discussed, which prompts
every NEO to be present The meeting
will precede tl)e Inter-Fratemity game.
f)

~

f'J.

~j~e~~.~ifl~Wt~/11~{~~

the center of the
surface of the middle
innominate bone. On the rim of the
finger against the left posterior superior wheel (the innominate bone) four
spine of the ilium and the palmar sur- points may be noted. Two above the tions.
face of the terminal phalanx against
the posterior surface of the sacrum.
The operator by forcibly flexing the
patient's thigh against his abdomen with
the right hand, causes the innominate
bone (the wheel) to rotate posteriorly,
and he will feel the posterior superior
spine of the ilium inferiorly from beneath the middle phalanx of the palpating finger.
Diagnosis of Anterior Rotation Lesion
If the posterior superior spine of the
ilium is not felt to move inferiorly,
there is an anterior rotation lesion.
Test for motion
Anterior rotation (left sacro-iliac)·
The patient and the operator assume

PHILADELPHIA'S
LEADING
APARTMENT
HOTELS

ATHLETICALLY
YOURS

The inter-class swimming meet, scheduled for Thursday night, January 7,
promises to be more than exciting. Fortythree entries in the various events, with
sixteen girls in diving and spring distances. The meet is scheduled for 8.30
PM.

for the

SCOTT- POWELL MILK
is used at
The Oste.opathic Hospital of
Philadelphia
because it's

"FRESHER BY A DAY"

KUPPENHEIMER
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
Our regular stock of the famous Kuppenheimer
quality suits and overcoats has been augmented
by a special purchase which makes these values
even greater than in previous Semi-Annual Sales!

$3 5 Suits and
$40 Suits and
$50 Suits and
$60 Suits and
$65 Suits and

Overcoats ....••......... $24.00
Overcoats ............... $30. 00
Overcoats ............... $37.50
Overcoats .....••........ $45.00
Overcoats ......•........ $49.00

.1!!ie /lic!PiLLiamJ', Ba,rketbaLL Coach of tlze CoLLege
of 0J"feopalhy, iJ" a clothing ,ra!eJ"man af ]ackJ"on
and Llioyer. He wilL appreciate your aJ"king for him.

1610-1612 CHESTNUT STREET

Philadelphia College of Osteopathy
48th and Spruce Streets
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Thirty-fifth Annual Session Begins
September 15, 1932
FOUNDED 1899: A CHARTERED INSTITUTION, not conducted for
profit. Its graduates are active in osteopathic work in most States
and many foreign countries.
FACILITIES: The new college building, including provisions which make
this building one of the most complete and modern colleges in this
country, was opened in November, 1929. Instruction privileges in
the Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia afford unusual and superior
clinical opportunities.
FACULTY: Eminent osteopathic physicians of national reputation and
unusual teaching ability.
ADMISSION: Minimum requirement is the completion of an approved
four-year high school course.
APPLICATIONS should be made early.
EDWARD A. GREEN, D.O., Registrar.

